1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Autophagy ("self-eating" in Greek) is a cellular degradation and recycling process for cytosolic macromolecules and damaged organelles \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. Autophagy is highly conserved in all eukaryotes, and it is required to maintain cellular homeostasis. Thus, almost all types of cells have basal levels of autophagy. Under normal conditions, autophagy regulates physiological functions in which cellular components have to be degraded, building blocks have to be formed, and the cell has to respond to stress \[[@bib2]\]. Autophagy is also highly inducible by environmental insults and alterations in the autophagic cycle rate (flux) is commonly observed in response to stress \[[@bib3]\]. In most cases, induction of autophagy in response to stress acts as a cytoprotective mechanism. However, excessive self-degradation can lead to cell death \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\].

In mammalian cells, there are three primary types of autophagy: macroautophagy, microautophagy, and chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA). All the three pathways deliver their cargo to the lysosome for degradation and recycling ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) but are mechanistically different from one another \[[@bib7],[@bib8]\]. Macroautophagy (hereafter referred to as autophagy) has been the most investigated and characterized mechanism of autophagy \[[@bib9]\]. It is induced by several stimuli, such as nutrient deprivation and other cellular stressors \[[@bib10]\]. In contrast to microautophagy and CMA, macroautophagy involves de novo synthesis of double-membrane vesicles, autophagosomes that are used to sequester cargo and subsequently transport it to the lysosome \[[@bib7],[@bib11]\]. Microautophagy does not require autophagosomes but involves the direct engulfment of the cargo by the invagination of the lysosomal membrane \[[@bib12],[@bib13]\]. Lysosomal enzymes directly access the cargo by degeneration of the inner membrane \[[@bib5],[@bib6],[@bib13]\]. Recent studies have demonstrated that a microautophagy-like process called endosomal microautophagy can also transport soluble cytosolic proteins to the vesicles of late endosomal multivesicular bodies \[[@bib14],[@bib15]\]. Unlike microautophagy and macroautophagy, which both nonspecifically engulf bulk cytoplasm, CMA is highly specific, and has so far only been described in mammalian cells. CMA differs from microautophagy in that it does not use membranous structures to sequester cargo, but instead involves the chaperone protein Hsc70 to identify proteins with a consensus KFERQ \[[@bib16]\]. These proteins are recognized by the lysosome-associated membrane protein type 2a (LAMP2a) receptor, a major regulator of CMA, to transport them into the lysosomes for degradation \[[@bib17]\]. CMA degrades a wide range of substrate proteins, including certain glycolytic enzymes, transcription factors and their inhibitors, calcium and lipid binding proteins, proteasome subunits, and proteins involved in vesicular trafficking \[[@bib18]\].Fig. 1**Different types of autophagy**. (A) Macroautophagy: A cytosolic substrates or "cargo" is enclosed by an isolation membrane (also called phagophore) to form a double-membrane vesicles, termed autophagosomes. The outer membrane of the autophagosome fuses with the lysosome, and the internal material is degraded in the autolysosome. Macroautophagy can also target selective cargo for degradation such as organelles, proteins, microbes, and RNA. (B) Microautophagy: Small cytosolic components are directly engulfed into the lysosome or late endosomes by membrane invagination. (C) Chaperone-mediated autophagy: Substrate proteins containing a KFERQ-like motifs are recognized by chaperone Hsc70 and co-chaperones and translocated into the lysosomal lumen in a process that requires the lysosomal receptor protein LAMP-2A. After all three types of autophagy, the resultant degradation products can be used for different purposes, such as new protein synthesis or energy production.Fig. 1

While nonspecific autophagy can be induced in response to nutrient or energy deprivation to enable cell survival, growing evidence suggests that autophagy has a more selective role in the delivery of a wide range of specific cytoplasmic cargo to the lysosome for degradation \[[@bib19],[@bib20]\]. Selective autophagy processes are named after the specific targets, for example: "mitophagy" refers to the selective removal of mitochondria by autophagy \[[@bib21],[@bib22]\]. Other forms of selective autophagy have been identified to engage in organelle turnover such as peroxisomes (pexophagy) \[[@bib23]\], endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-phagy \[[@bib24]\], portions of the nucleus (nucleophagy) \[[@bib25]\], and ribosomes (ribophagy) \[[@bib26]\]. Selective autophagy also has the capacity to clear lipids (lipophagy) \[[@bib27]\], RNA (Rnautophagy) \[[@bib28]\], microorganisms (xenophagy) \[[@bib29]\], protein aggregates (aggrephagy) \[[@bib30]\], cilia components (ciliophagy) \[[@bib31]\], ferritin (ferritinophagy) \[[@bib32]\] and more recently, inflammasome complexes (inflammasomophagy) \[[@bib33]\]*.*

Interestingly, autophagy is regulated by reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative stress \[[@bib34],[@bib35]\]. Although the specific interactions between autophagy and oxidative stress have not been elucidated fully, it is known that autophagy can be modulated by oxidative stress, generally enhancing its induction \[[@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib38]\]. Therefore, careful regulation of ROS and its interplay with autophagic degradation pathways is crucial for cellular homeostasis. It is also well established that both ROS and autophagy are strongly associated with pulmonary diseases, but clarifying the functional relationship of the two mechanisms has proven to be difficult due to their dual role in many disease processes. In this review, we will discuss the role of autophagy and its association with oxidative stress--mediated ROS signaling in the development and progression of pulmonary disease.

2. Molecular regulation of autophagy {#sec2}
====================================

The autophagy regulatory system consists of over 30 autophagy-related gene (ATG) products that are homologues of similar proteins (Atg) originally identified in yeast \[[@bib39]\]. The whole process of autophagy involves a set of 15--20 core conserved ATG genes. ATGs are implicated in all the different steps of the autophagic process, which can be divided into initiation, nucleation, elongation, fusion, and degradation ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Induction of autophagy can be triggered by several intracellular and extracellular stimuli, e.g. nutrient starvation including depletion of total amino acids \[[@bib40]\], inhibitors of mTOR such as rapamycin \[[@bib41]\], hypoxia \[[@bib42]\], and oxidative stress \[[@bib36]\]. Under autophagy-inducing conditions, the initiation of autophagy requires the formation of the Unc‐51 like autophagy activating kinase 1 or 2 (ULK1/2) complex at the phagophore assembly site (PAS). In humans, this complex includes the ATG scaffolds ATG13, ATG101, and FIP200 \[[@bib43]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The activity of ULK1 kinase complex can be regulated by both mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) and AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK). Growth factors and amino acids stimulate mTORC1 and negatively regulate autophagy by directly phosphorylating ULK1 and inhibiting its activity \[[@bib44],[@bib45]\]. Upon mTOR inhibition by starvation or rapamycin, ULK1 and ULK2 are activated and ATG13 and FIP200 are phosphorylated, which is an essential step for autophagy activity \[[@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Autophagy is also regulated by depletion of cellular energy through increased activity of AMPK. AMPK inactivates mTORC1 and phosphorylates and activates ULK1 to promote autophagy resulting in the degradation of cellular components to generate ATP \[[@bib44],[@bib45],[@bib49]\]. The formation of ULK1/2 complex triggers the initiation of a double-membrane autophagosome formation. In mammals, however, the origin of the autophagosomal membrane is debated. Several studies suggest that endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-associated structures called omegasomes may contribute as initiation sites in mammals \[[@bib50],[@bib51]\], other sources of membrane include ER-Golgi intermediate compartments \[[@bib52]\], ER-mitochondria junctions \[[@bib53]\], mitochondria \[[@bib54]\], Golgi-endosomal membranes \[[@bib55]\], and the plasma membrane \[[@bib56]\].Fig. 2**Molecular regulation of autophagy**. Autophagy consists of several stages: induction, nucleation, elongation, fusion to lysosome, and degradation. Under nutrient-rich conditions, activated mTOR depresses the protein kinase autophagy regulatory complex that includes ULK1/2, ATG13, FIP200, and ATG101; mTOR inhibits autophagy by inactivating the complex kinase-kinase ULK1/2; upon mTOR inactivation due to the lack of nutrients, growth factor deprivation, or other types of stress, autophagy is induced. The initial step requires the activity of the PI3K-III/Beclin-1 complex, which activate phagophore formation. ATG7 and ATG10 help ATG16L form a complex with ATG5 and ATG12, which lipidates LC3-I into LC3-II. ATG7, and ATG3 mediate LC3-II conjugating to PE. LC3-II remains associated with the maturing autophagosome The phagophore recruits cargo and closes to form the autophagosome, which fuses with a lysosome to form the autophagolysosome with the help of LAMP2 and Rab7, leading to degradation of its content.Fig. 2

Following the initiation step of autophagy, the nucleation stage involves the class III phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) complex consisting of Beclin 1, VPS34, VPS15, and ATG14 \[[@bib57]\]. In mammalian cells, Beclin1 is a central component of PI3K complex. It interacts with a multitude of proteins including ATG14, UVRAG, Rubicon, and Bcl-2 to regulate the size and number of autophagosomes \[[@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60]\]. Activation of the Beclin 1 is responsible for the generation of phosphatidyl-inositol 3-phosphate (PtdIns3P), which is required for the formation of the autophagosome \[[@bib61]\]. PtdIns3P recruits accessory protein factors that include the double FYVE-containing protein-1 (DFCP1) and WD-repeat protein interacting with phosphoinositide (WIPI) proteins, to mediate the initial stages of autophagosome formation including the recruitment of ATG16L and subsequently, the ATG5-ATG12 conjugation system to the PAS \[[@bib62]\]. In addition, ATG9-containing vesicles generated by the secretory pathway are recruited to the PAS allowing the delivery of additional lipids and proteins contributing to membrane expansion \[[@bib63]\]. Recent studies suggest that AMPK-dependent ULK1 phosphorylation regulates the trafficking of ATG9 \[[@bib57]\]. Non-canonical, Beclin 1-independent autophagy has also been reported \[[@bib64],[@bib65]\].

After the activation of PtdIns3K complex, the phagophore expands and elongates by membrane addition, which is accomplished by two essential ubiquitin‐like (Ubl) conjugation systems, which involve the Ubl proteins ATG12 and microtubule‐associated protein light chain 3 (LC3) \[[@bib66],[@bib67]\]. The covalent conjugation of ATG12 to ATG5 involves ATG7 and ATG10 and is organized into a complex by a non-covalent association with ATG16L. This complex is essential for the elongation of the pre-autophagosomal membrane but dissociates from fully formed autophagosomes. The ATG12-ATG5-ATG16L complex localizes to the isolation membrane throughout its elongation process and serves as a ligase to promote LC3 conjugation with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) \[[@bib68]\]. The conjugation of PE to soluble LC3 (LC3-I) is mediated by the sequential action of the protease ATG4 (the sole protease in the ATG family), ATG7, and ATG3. Lipidation of LC3 facilitates its interaction with the forming autophagosomal membrane which facilitates cargo recruitment to autophagosomes, and allows expansion and closure of the isolation membrane to occur \[[@bib69]\]. The lipidated form of LC3 (LC3-II) is specifically targeted to the elongating autophagosome and remains on autophagosomes until their fusion with lysosomes \[[@bib70]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). LC3-II localized at the cytoplasmic face of autolysosomes is delipidated by ATG4 and recycled, while LC3-II found on the internal surface of autophagosomes is degraded in the autolysosomes \[[@bib3]\]. Since LC3-II localizes to the autophagosome membranes, it is commonly used as an autophagy marker.

When initiation, nucleation, and elongation have completed, the expanding membrane closes around its cargo to form a complete autophagosome which fuses with lysosomes to form the autolysosome. The PtdIns3K complex, can activate the GTPase Rab7, which promotes fusion with lysosomes \[[@bib71]\]. In addition, LAMP-2A, a lysosomal membrane protein, is required for the fusion of autophagosomes with lysosomes. Once fusion is complete, the autolysosome contents are degraded and the resulting molecules are released back into the cytosol as new energy sources for cell survival. In addition to providing new building blocks and energy sources, autophagy also helps to remove damaged organelles such as mitochondria as another important mechanism for cell survival \[[@bib72]\].

3. The relationship between reactive oxygen species and autophagy {#sec3}
=================================================================

Dysregulation of ROS due to increased ROS generation and/or decreased local antioxidant defenses results in oxidative stress leading to oxidative damage of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids \[[@bib73],[@bib74]\]. Therefore, a balance between the generation and elimination of ROS is necessary for avoiding cell damage and this is critical for human health \[[@bib75]\]. In biologic systems, ROS are generated by enzymatic and non-enzymatic redox reactions during cellular aerobic metabolism under both normal and pathological conditions, or upon exposure to environmental or xenobiotic agents. In general, ROS are comprised of oxygen free radicals such as superoxide (O~2~•^−^) and hydroxyl radical (OH•), as well as non-radical derivatives of oxygen, such as hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~). These species are endogenously generated by several cell organelles including peroxisomes and mitochondria where approximately 90% of ROS (mtROS) are derived from the respiratory chain of the inner mitochondrial membrane \[[@bib76],[@bib77]\]. Under physiological conditions, mitochondria produce very low levels of ROS. High ROS flux leads to irreversible alteration of target macromolecules contributing to the biological damage inside the cell associated with a number of physiological conditions, such as aging and senescence, as well as pathological states, such as cancer and neurodegeneration. Conversely, basal or physiological levels of ROS play an important homeostatic role in regulating cell proliferation, growth factor signaling, immune responses, differentiation, and autophagy \[[@bib78],[@bib79]\]. To maintain cellular redox homeostasis, mammalian cells produce antioxidant enzymes and non-enzyme agents including superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase, peroxidases, glutathione, and thioredoxin, which antagonize and detoxify ROS \[[@bib80],[@bib81]\]. ROS-mediated oxidization of macromolecules and organelles or mild oxidative stress activate the autophagy pathway to eliminate damaged macromolecules and protein aggregates to maintain cellular homeostasis. Autophagy is one of the most important biological responses regulated by ROS and oxidative stress. Alterations in cellular redox state could be both, a trigger for and a regulator of autophagy, in contrast autophagy could be used by cells as a mechanism for regulating redox metabolism under various stress conditions \[[@bib82],[@bib83]\]. Autophagy also regulate levels of ROS by other pathways such as the CMA-, p62 delivery-, mitophagy-, and pexophagy-pathways.

There is a growing consensus that the oxidative stress associated with increases in reactive oxygen species (ROS) and autophagy are intricately connected ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Autophagy can be regarded as a secondary defense to oxidative stress, by virtue of its ability to facilitate the turnover of damaged substrates which may accumulate during this process. ROS participate in the interplay between autophagy and apoptosis by ROS ability to mediate the redox signaling pathways \[[@bib37],[@bib84]\]. This interaction triggers an autophagy response, which further induces oxidative stress when the autophagy function is disrupted. Under starvation conditions, ROS originating from mitochondria and NADPH oxidases activate autophagy to provide protection from nutrient starvation via the autophagic elimination of damaged organelles \[[@bib85]\]. Moreover, autophagy is also a mechanism for the removal of damaged and dysfunctional mitochondria (mitophagy) that themselves are a significant source of oxidative stress. The removal of damaged mitochondria by mitophagy plays important role in cellular antioxidant defenses, by preventing pathological mtROS generation \[[@bib86]\]. The regulation of the mammalian antioxidant response also overlaps with that of autophagy. Autophagy is crucial in ROS generation and scavenging, which is achieved by the release and activation of nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2, Nrf2 \[[@bib87]\]. Ubiquitin-binding protein p62 enhances Keap-1-Nrf2 dissociation and facilitates degradation of Keap1 by p62-dependent autophagy, further stimulating the antioxidant response \[[@bib88],[@bib89]\]. In addition, sestrins (SESNs), proteins involved in protecting cells from oxidative stress also promote p62-dependent autophagic degradation of Keap-1 \[[@bib90]\]. Therefore, there is a close relationship between oxidative stress and autophagy where oxidative stress can induce autophagy through various mechanisms and vice-versa \[[@bib36],[@bib91]\]. The following sections describe in more detail the complex interplay between ROS and autophagy.Fig. 3**Relationship between autophagy and ROS**. ROS act as signaling molecules in the regulation of autophagy by targeting autophagy genes (e.g., ATG4), transcription factors (e.g., hypoxia-inducible factor HIF-1α), and signal transduction systems (e.g., mTOR and MAPKs). In contrast, autophagy inhibits ROS accumulation through the elimination of damaged mitochondria (mitophagy) or peroxisomes (pexophagy). In response to abundant ROS, released Nrf2 is activated and stimulates transcription of antioxidant genes. Moreover, sestrins (SESNs) promote antioxidant adaptive responses via mTOR signaling inhibition. LC3, microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3; TSC2, tuberous sclerosis protein 2; BNIP3, BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDa protein-interacting protein 3; PKB, protein kinase B; Nrf2, nuclear factor E2-related factor 2; PINK1, PTEN-induced putative kinase 1; PEX2, peroxisomal biogenesis factor 2; PEX5, peroxisomal biogenesis factor 5. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 3

3.1. Role of free radicals in autophagy regulation {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------

There are several major sources of free radicals in cells including NADPH oxidase (NOX), xanthine oxidase, the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC), and nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Further, there are a number of free radicals produced within the cell including superoxide (O~2~^**·**−^) the hydroxyl radical (OH^.^), nitric oxide (NO), and peroxynitrite formed from the interaction of NO with O~2~^**·**−^ and H~2~O~2~. There is a significant amount of literature that demonstrates the crosstalk between free radical generating systems and autophagy ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The NOX family consists of at least 7 members: NOX1-5 and DUOX-1 and -2 \[[@bib92]\]. There is a significant amount of evidence that NOX isoforms are involved in the regulation of autophagy. However, the role of NOX in autophagy regulation appears to be dependent on the disease pathology. For example, increases in NOX1 (and NOX4) have been shown to be involved in increase in autophagy associated with HI injury \[[@bib93]\], in transport stress in the pig jejunum \[[@bib94]\], and in the decrease in angiogenesis associated with persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN) \[[@bib95]\]. Further, in the latter study a positive feedback relationship between autophagy and NOX activity was identified \[[@bib95]\]. Conversely, and increase in NOX1 (and NOX4) expression in Retinal neovascularization (RNV) NOX1 (and NOX4) is associated with decreased autophagy flux \[[@bib96]\]. Similarly, in high fat-fed mice, increased NOX2 activity appears to result in impaired lysosomal acidification and reduced autophagic flux \[[@bib97]\]. However, the increase in autophagy associated with Parkinson\'s disease is associated with increases in multiple NOX isoforms: NOX1, NOX2, and NOX4 and these increases occur in both microglia and neurons within the substantia nigra of the brain \[[@bib98]\]. Multiple NOX isoforms (NOX2, NOX4, and NOX5 but not NOX1) are also associated with the activation of autophagy associated with starvation stress in retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE) \[[@bib99]\]. In cultured rat cardiomyocytes, removing extracellular glucose triggers an increase in ROS that was dependent on NOX4 activity within the endoplasmic reticulum \[[@bib100]\]. This NOX4-dependent increase in ROS induced a corresponding increase in autophagic flux \[[@bib100]\]. In addition, NOX4-derived ROS appeared to trigger a transcriptional program mediated through a pathway involving protein kinase RNA-activated-like ER kinase (PERK) \[[@bib101]\]. Although there is no evidence for NOX3 in regulating autophagy, DUOX has been shown to be activated downstream of autophagy in Drosophila \[[@bib102],[@bib103]\]. Like NOX, XO appears to be able to be regulated by autophagy \[[@bib104],[@bib105]\] and to regulate autophagy \[[@bib106]\] although there is significantly less literature on this area which is a significant limitation in the field that needs to be addressed. Starvation-induced autophagy has been shown to depend on mitochondrial O~2~^**·**−^ formation, which also regulates adenosine monophosphate-dependent protein kinase (AMPK) activation \[[@bib107]\]. Moreover, amino acid deprivation induces the formation of H~2~O~2~ in mitochondria in a PI3KCIII-dependent manner, and this has also been linked to the induction of autophagy in response to starvation \[[@bib108]\]. In addition, H~2~O~2~ can diffuse into the lysosome, particularly in neuronal cells, possibly undergoing Fenton like reactions to generate highly reactive OH^.^ \[[@bib109]\]. OH^.^ is capable of reacting with the multitude of hydrolases in the lysosome, decreasing their ability to degrade molecules delivered to the lysosome. Hypoxia, or reduced pO~2~, also results in impaired mitochondrial electron transport chain activity, increased mitochondrial O~2~^**·**−^ production, and mitochondrial dysfunction \[[@bib110]\]. Under oxidative conditions Atg4 is oxidized and inactive, which allows lipidation of LC3 and the subsequent initiation of autophagy, revealing that the modulation of the action of Atg4 on LC3 can be controlled by H~2~O~2~ \[[@bib34]\]. Other evidence suggests that H~2~O~2~ induces autophagy through a Beclin-1 dependent pathway that is associated with autophagic cell death \[[@bib35]\].Table 1Autophagy-Free radical cross-talk.Table 1Source of free redicalRegulator of autophagyRegulated by AutophsyNOX1✓✓NOX2✓✓NOX3??NOX4✓✓NOX5✓✓DUOX1✓✓DUOX2??Xanthine oxidase(XO)✓✓mitochondrion✓✓NOS✓?

There is also a significant literature demonstrating the involvement of NO in the regulation of autophagy. This appears to be linked to the role of NO in regulating apoptosis. However, conflicting roles of NO in regulating apoptosis and autophagy have been reported. For example, the induction of autophagy by NO is intimately involved in the survival of human dental pulp cells (HDPCs) against NO-induced apoptosis \[[@bib111]\] and induces autophagy but not apoptosis in K562 cells \[[@bib112]\]. Conversely, in acute liver failure, NO promotes apoptosis through autophagy inhibition in hepatic stellate cells \[[@bib113]\]. A similar NO-mediated inhibition of autophagy is observed in hepatocellular carcinoma \[[@bib114]\]. Interestingly in plants, there appears to be a yin-yang relationship between NO and ROS in regulating autophagy with NO suppressing, and ROS activating, autophagy \[[@bib115]\]. As a number of vascular diseases are associated with a loss of NO signaling this could be another mechanism by which autophagy is stimulated during the disease process. One of the major sources of peroxynitrite is uncoupled NOS in which there is an uncoupling between the oxidation of NADH and the generation of NO \[[@bib116]\]. Prevailing, though limited, data indicate that peroxynitrite is a regulator of autophagy. For example, Wogonin stimulates apoptosis in gastric cancer cells through increases in peroxynitrite generation \[[@bib117]\] and peroxynitrite is involved in the excessive mitophagy associated with ischemia-reperfusion injury \[[@bib118]\]**.** Peroxynitrite interacts with exposed tyrosine residues in certain proteins to form a covalent modification called a nitrotyrosine residue. However, at present only the transient receptor potential melastatin-related 2 (TRPM2) channel has been identified as a peroxynitrite target that stimulates autophagy \[[@bib119]\]. It is critical to determine if there are other protein targets within the autophagy pathway susceptible to protein nitration and determine how the introduction of nitrotyrosine residues alters autophagy activity in different disease states.

3.2. The regulation of autophagy by ROS {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------

Autophagy is activated in response to oxidative stress to protect the cells from apoptosis \[[@bib120]\], whereas autophagy inhibition causes accumulation of oxidative stress damage and cell death \[[@bib121]\]. Increased production of ROS activates the HIF-1α transcription factor, p53, FOXO3, and Nrf2. These transcription factors then induce the transcription of BNIP3 and NIX, TIGAR, LC3 and p62 \[[@bib121]\]. Studies using nutrient deprivation have identified increases in O~2~^•−^ \[[@bib85]\] or H~2~O~2~ \[[@bib108]\] as early inducers of autophagy \[[@bib36]\]. In mammalian cells, H~2~O~2~ induces autophagy, via increased Beclin 1 expression and mTOR inhibition, and inhibiting autophagy stimulates apoptosis \[[@bib122]\]. Increased generation of mitochondrial H~2~O~2~ oxidizes and inactivates a critical cysteine residue (Cys^78^) on ATG4 catalytic site \[[@bib123]\]. Oxidized ATG4 is then capable of promoting lipidation of LC3 for autophagy initiation, followed by autophagosome formation. It was recently demonstrated that the vasoconstrictor effect of angiotensin II (Ang II) is associated with the induction of autophagy, suggesting that Ang II can stimulate the elongation of the phagophore via the development of LC3-containing autophagic vesicles and increases in ATG12--ATG5, ATG7 and ATG4 \[[@bib124]\]. In human glomerular mesangial cells, Ang II-induced oxidative stress promotes autophagy via mTORC1 signaling causing early senescence \[[@bib125]\]. In addition, Li et al. \[[@bib126]\] found that the growth inhibitory effect of *N*-Benzoyl-*O*-d-phenylalanyl-d-phenylalaninol (BBP) involves induction of the autophagy in MCF-7 cells, which is modulated by ATG4 upregulation that requires increased ROS production.

Studies have shown that ROS regulate autophagy via mTOR-dependent pathways in the cytoplasm \[[@bib37],[@bib127]\]. ROS can activate autophagy by inhibiting the PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway or by activating AMPK to inhibit the mTOR signaling pathway \[[@bib128]\]. Akt-mTOR activity is inhibited by elevated levels of ROS which oxidize phosphatase and tensin homologue (PTEN) \[[@bib129]\]. Similarly, excess H~2~O~2~ can induce autophagy in an AMPK-dependent manner and this is accompanied by decreased mTORC1 activity \[[@bib18]\]. Thioredoxin-interacting protein (TXNIP), has also been shown to regulate autophagy in a rat model of diabetic nephropathy again through the mTOR signaling pathway \[[@bib130]\]. In addition, MAPK-p38 are responsive to the kinase apoptosis-signal kinase-1 (ASK-1), which is maintained in an inactive state until it is release by ROS-mediated oxidation of TXNIP \[[@bib131]\]. It is also well established that SESNs are involved in regulating mTOR signaling by activating AMPK \[[@bib82],[@bib132]\]. After exposure to cellular stress, increased levels of SESN2 can activate AMPK, resulting in the negative regulation of mTOR \[[@bib132]\]. Morsch and colleagues \[[@bib133]\] observed reduced SESN2 protein levels and AMPK phosphorylation, and increased mTOR phosphorylation in mice exposed to cigarette smoking for 45 days. Furthermore, mTORC2 activity is also sensitive to the redox state \[[@bib134]\]. ROS and starvation combine increase mTORC2 signaling, leading to long-term cell cycle arrest, senescence, or differentiation \[[@bib135]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Hypoxia, which is often seen in lung diseases, due to reduced lung function in these diseases is a major stimulus for the induction of autophagy \[[@bib136]\]. Hypoxia can result in impaired mitochondrial electron transport chain activity, increased mitochondrial O~2~^**·**−^ production, and mitochondrial dysfunction \[[@bib136], [@bib137], [@bib138], [@bib139]\]. Depending upon the degree of severity and duration of oxygen deprivation, hypoxia triggers different pathways of autophagy. Moderate and chronic hypoxia trigger HIF-1α as well as PKCδ--JNK1-mediated pathways to induce autophagy \[[@bib42]\]. In moderate hypoxia, ROS can activate Beclin 1 dependent autophagy, as BNIP3, a protein that is upregulated by HIF-1α, prevents Bcl-2-mediated inhibition of Beclin 1 and free Beclin 1 induces autophagy \[[@bib136]\]. Deletion of BECN1 or BNIP3 promotes hypoxia-induced cell death. It has been shown that stabilization of HIF-1α under hypoxia is dependent on the PI3K-Akt pathway \[[@bib140]\]. Moreover, ROS accumulation mediated by hypoxia exposure triggers the activation of p38 and JNK-MAPK and stimulates BNIP3-induced autophagy \[[@bib141]\]. Conversely, severe oxygen fluctuations induce autophagy via a HIF-1α-independent pathway \[[@bib142]\] and unfolded protein response (UPR) \[[@bib143]\]. In primary human lung vascular endothelial and smooth muscle-cells, hypoxia induces the expression of BECN1, causes LC3 activation, increases autophagosome formation, and stimulates autophagic flux resulting in protection against pulmonary vascular disease in mice \[[@bib144]\].

Several studies have shown that ROS regulate RhoA GTPase activity, and RhoA, in turn, controls cellular redox balance by modulating the enzymes involved in ROS generation \[[@bib145], [@bib146], [@bib147]\]. Autophagy has been shown to target and degrade active RhoA \[[@bib148]\]. Intriguingly, RhoA can repress signaling through mTORC1, thus enhancing autophagy in a potential negative feedback loop \[[@bib149]\]. When exposure to ROS becomes chronic, a long-term response is generated via the activation of specific transcriptional networks including the transcription factor and tumor suppressor, p53 \[[@bib150]\]. p53-induced glycolysis and apoptosis regulator (TIGAR) as a p53 target interacts with hexokinase II (HKII), which modulates the glycolysis pathway, upregulating NADPH production and reducing mtROS levels \[[@bib151],[@bib152]\]. Inhibition of TIGAR induces mtROS production and autophagy, whereas overexpression of TIGAR alleviates autophagy \[[@bib108]\]. Moreover, p53-induced SESN1 and SESN2 increases autophagy via the activation of AMPK and the subsequent inhibition of mTORC1 \[[@bib153]\]. In contrast, the sulfhydryl group-containing ubiquitin-like enzymes Atg3, Atg7, and Atg10 are redox-sensitive in a manner similar to the E1 and E2 enzymes of the ubiquitin system, and can undergo reversible oxidation and inactivation in the presence of ROS, resulting in inhibition of autophagy \[[@bib154]\]. ROS can also modulate autophagy indirectly by affecting the activity of the master autophagy regulator, mTORC1 rather than the Atg proteins themselves \[[@bib155]\]. Studies have shown that mTORC1 activity increases in the presence of oxidizing agents, such as diamide or the cysteine oxidant, phenylarsine oxide (PAO) \[[@bib156],[@bib157]\]. ROS-induced inactivation of PTEN can also result in increased mTORC1 activity via the PI3K--Akt pathway, thus suppressing autophagy \[[@bib158]\]. Thus, ROS can negatively regulate mTORC1 dependent autophagy via the oxidation, and inactivation, of PTEN. Moreover, this relationship between activated NOX2 and impaired autophagy has also observed in mouse models of Duchenne\'s muscular dystrophy \[[@bib159]\]. Finally, it has been reported that CFTR deficiency causes defective autophagic flux in both human airway epithelial cells and nasal biopsies from CF patients, leading to the formation of aggresome through the production of ROS, upregulation of tissue transglutaminase (TG2), and subsequent accumulation of p62 \[[@bib160]\]. Since autophagy is one of the primary mechanisms by which cells moderate ROS, autophagy impairment can generate a vicious feed-forward loop, where inability to remove elevated ROS levels leads to further ROS production, which may trigger cell death, and lead to disease progression.

3.3. Autophagy regulates ROS formation {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------

Autophagy is a potential survival mechanism during oxidative stress by removing damaged cellular components \[[@bib36],[@bib91]\]. Importantly, the removal of damaged mitochondria by mitophagy plays a crucial role in cellular antioxidant defense, by maintaining mitochondrial quality control and preventing pathological mtROS generation \[[@bib86]\]. This represents a mechanism of negative feedback regulation by which autophagy eliminates the source of oxidative stress and protects the cell from oxidative injury. The beneficial role of autophagy in oxidative stress has been highlighted in genetic models of defective autophagy, which manifest with increased sensitivity to oxidative stress. In cells with defective autophagy proteins such as ATG5, Beclin 1, and ATG7, intracellular ROS levels increase and cells accumulate enlarged and defective mitochondria \[[@bib161],[@bib162]\]. Thus, mitophagy plays an essential role in removal of damaged mitochondria and defects in mitophagy inhibits the selective degradation of defective mitochondria leading to subsequent cellular damage \[[@bib163],[@bib164]\].

Mitochondria are highly dynamic organelles that maintain a stable quantity and quality through constant fusion, fission, biogenesis and mitophagy, which are the essential components of mitochondrial quality control. Mitochondria form a network of tubes through the fusion of inner and outer membranes for information exchange and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) damage repair \[[@bib165]\]. Damaged mtDNA will be separated into mitochondria with low membrane potential during fission, which later will be recognized by mitophagy-related proteins and selectively cleared by the mitophagy pathway \[[@bib86]\]. The mitophagy mediated clearance of damaged mitochondria is countered by mitochondrial biogenesis \[[@bib166]\]. Mitophagy selectively degrades mitochondria through PINK1-Parkin and BNIP3-NIX-FUNDC1 pathways. PINK1 and Parkin appear to function as the first step of a signaling pathway that activates mitochondrial quality control pathways in response to mitochondrial damage \[[@bib167]\]. Mitophagy can be triggered by a number of stimuli including mitochondrial depolarization, hypoxia and metabolic stress. Numerous studies suggest that the loss of mitochondrial potential (Δψ~m~) serves as a signal for mitophagy \[[@bib22],[@bib168],[@bib169]\]. The mitochondrial uncoupling agent carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone (CCCP), which induces mitochondrial depolarization, promotes PINK1-dependent mitophagy \[[@bib168],[@bib169]\]. In mammalian cells, mitophagy starts with the accumulation of PTEN-putative kinase 1 (PINK1) on the depolarized mitochondria which recruits E3 ubiquitin ligase Parkin \[[@bib170]\]. PINK1 activates Parkin by phosphorylation and active Parkin ubiquitinates mitochondrial surface proteins, and the ubiquitinated mitochondria are then delivered to the autophagosome via p62, facilitating autophagic removal of the damaged mitochondria \[[@bib171]\]. Parkin ubiquitin targets on the mitochondria, include mitofusins (Mfn1 and Mfn2) and the mitochondrial outer membrane--voltage-dependent anion channel 1 (VDAC1). Recent studies have identified a role for ROS in promoting the translocation of Parkin to mitochondria \[[@bib172],[@bib173]\]. Mitophagy is also activated by hypoxia through the induction of adaptor proteins: BNIP3, NIX, and FUNDC1. These proteins are localized in the outer mitochondrial membrane and contain an LC3-interacting motif to promote the recruitment of the autophagic machinery \[[@bib136]\]. The expression of BNIP3 and NIX is increased by hypoxia through HIF-1α whereas FUNDC1 is dephosphorylated in hypoxia by Src kinase inactivation, increasing its affinity for LC3 \[[@bib136],[@bib174]\]. Defects in BNIP3-dependent mitophagy promote tumor progression and metastasis via the upregulation of ROS, leading to enhanced HIF-1α signaling, glycolysis and angiogenesis \[[@bib175]\]. In addition to BNIP3, ULK1 also regulates mitophagy via the mitochondrial translocation where it can then phosphorylate FUNDC1 on outer mitochondrial membrane \[[@bib176]\]. There are also interactions between mitophagy and mitochondrial dynamics. It is now widely recognized that mitochondrial fission precedes mitophagy. Mild oxidative stress triggers mitophagy, which has been shown to be dependent on the mitochondrial fission factor dynamin-related protein (Drp) 1 \[[@bib177],[@bib178]\]. This cooperativity is further enhanced in hypoxia with FUNDC1 recruiting Drp1 leading to mitochondrial fission and mitophagy \[[@bib176]\]. The recognition of injured mitochondria for degradation through mitophagy is also regulated by mitochondrial membrane composition. Under normal conditions, cardiolipins, specific mitochondrial phospholipids, are mostly located in the inner mitochondrial membrane. Cardiolipin externalization to the outer mitochondrial membrane leads to its interaction with LC3 producing an elimination signal for mitophagy \[[@bib179]\]. The hexameric intermembrane space protein, NDPK-D, has been recently identified as the translocation system for cardiolipin externalization \[[@bib180]\].

The peroxisome is another organelle involved in ROS-induced autophagy. Peroxisomes are highly dynamic organelles that play an important role in fatty acid oxidation reactions. Peroxisomes serve dual functions in both the generation and elimination of ROS. Autophagic removal of damaged peroxisomes (pexophagy) is an important mechanism to maintain the correct redox balance in the cell \[[@bib23]\]. Additionally, peroxisomal protein import defects have been shown to increase the rate of pexophagy \[[@bib181]\]. Pexophagy relies on cytosolic adaptor proteins such as p62 or NBR1, which recognize ubiquitinated cargo proteins and direct them to the autophagosome \[[@bib182]\]. Increase in ROS can stimulate pexophagy via the activation of ATM (ATM serine/threonine kinase), which phosphorylates PEX5, leading to its ubiquitination \[[@bib183]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). ATM can also be directly activated by ROS through the formation of a disulfide-crosslinked dimer \[[@bib184]\]. The loss of the mitochondrial chaperone, HSPA9, also leads to enhanced peroxisomal degradation by pexophagy \[[@bib185]\]. The removal of damaged peroxisomes helps to maintain a healthy redox balance and serves as another example of how organelles signal distress through pathways that involve ROS-dependent autophagic stimulation.

The oxidation of proteins causes the exposure of hydrophobic moieties to the surface via partial unfolding and these sequences can then be targets of proteasomal degradation \[[@bib186],[@bib187]\]. Ubiquitin-independent degradation by the 20S proteasome seems to mediate the degradation of the majority of oxidized proteins \[[@bib188]\]. Mild oxidative stress has also been reported to increase substrate availability and up-regulate the ubiquitin-conjugation systems. In contrast, extensive oxidative stress appears to inhibit the ubiquitination system, decreasing the levels of ubiquitin conjugates and inducing the accumulation of oxidatively damaged proteins and increasing protein aggregation \[[@bib189]\]. Covalent cross-links, disulfide bonds, hydrophobic interactions, and heavily oxidized stable proteins aggregates are not suitable for proteasomal degradation. Recent evidence suggests that autophagy plays a major role in the degradation of oxidized protein aggregates via their incomplete degradation within the lysosomal compartment. Finally, CMA has also been demonstrated to be involved in the turnover of oxidized proteins \[[@bib190]\]. As previously described, CMA is the type of autophagy wherein a particular pool of substrate proteins is recognized by a chaperone--co-chaperone complex, with this complex delivering them to lysosome for degradation. Several components of the lysosomal translocation complex, such as the chaperoning activities of Hsp70 and Hsc70, as well as transcriptional up-regulation of LAMP-2A, are induced under oxidative stress \[[@bib190],[@bib191]\]. Protein oxidation causes partial unfolding, not only exposing hidden recognition motifs for Hsc70 binding but also facilitating translocation to the lysosomal lumen. The process of protein unfolding can also expose hidden CMA-targeting motifs, which may facilitate their recognition by the cytosolic chaperone complex \[[@bib190]\]. Another possibility is that oxidation of certain residues creates a previously non-existing KFERQ-like motif \[[@bib121]\]. Exposure of CMA-incompetent cells to oxidant factors results in more severely compromised cell viability than in cells with preserved CMA function \[[@bib192]\]. The impairment of CMA also up-regulates macroautophagy in order to maintain normal rates of long-lived protein degradation. Interestingly, up-regulation of macroautophagy is unable to compensate for the increased sensitivity of CMA-deficient mouse fibroblasts to oxidative stress \[[@bib192]\]. Furthermore, inhibition of CMA stimulates accumulation of GAPDH, AKT1 phosphorylation, generation of ROS, and cellular apoptosis \[[@bib193]\]. Significantly, a deletion of LAMP2, a major regulator of CMA, impairs mitochondrial health and increases ROS-induced cell death \[[@bib194]\].

3.4. Autophagy and the antioxidant response {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------

Numerous studies suggest a cross talk between antioxidant enzyme upregulation following oxidative stress and enhanced autophagy \[[@bib36],[@bib195],[@bib196]\]. The oxidative stress response transcription factor, Nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) is a master regulator of several genes encoding antioxidant and detoxifying enzymes that are required to maintain cellular antioxidant defenses \[[@bib197],[@bib198]\]. Nrf2 function in controlling the transcription of antioxidant genes is mediated through interaction with the antioxidant-response element (ARE) \[[@bib199]\] or electrophile response element (EpRE) \[[@bib200]\]. Under normal growth conditions, Nrf2 levels in the cell are kept low due to proteasomal degradation by the Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) that functions as an adapter protein of the Cul3-ubiquitin E3 ligase complex, which ubiquitinates Nrf2 \[[@bib197]\]. In response to oxidative stress, Nrf2 dissociates from its cytoplasmic inhibitor Keap1 and the released Nrf2 translocates to the nucleus where it binds to AREs in the promoter regions of antioxidant genes \[[@bib197],[@bib198],[@bib201]\]. A number of oxidative agents modify cysteine residues on Keap1, resulting in conformational changes that prevent the degradation of newly synthesized Nrf2. This results in a rapid accumulation of Nrf2 in the cell. In addition to regulation of antioxidant genes, Nrf2 can regulate the transcription of p62, a protein involved in cargo recognition and autophagy. In this process, p62 interacts with the Nrf2-binding site on Keap1, and mTORC1-dependent phosphorylation of p62 significantly increases the binding affinity of p62 for Keap1, allowing release of Nrf2 and subsequent transcriptional activation of Nrf2 target genes \[[@bib202]\]. Several studies have demonstrated that the Keap1-p62 complex formed in this process is recruited to the autophagosome by LC3, and subsequently degraded by autophagy \[[@bib201], [@bib202], [@bib203]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Nrf2 induces p62 gene expression in response to oxidative stress, leading to a further increase in Nrf2 \[[@bib87],[@bib201]\]. Therefore, p62 participates in a positive-feedback loop to maintain the Nrf2 anti-oxidant effect through increased autophagy \[[@bib201]\]. Nrf2^−/−^ mice display increased oxidative stress, impaired antioxidant responses and decreased cardiac autophagy after high intensity exercise \[[@bib204]\]. Thus, the disruption of the Nrf2-Keap1 pathway can suppress autophagy while autophagy deficiency leads to the overexpression of the Nrf2-Keap1 pathway. The regulation and co-ordination of Keap1--Nrf2 and the autophagy pathway are essential for cell growth, differentiation, redox signaling and survival, has been addressed in several studies \[[@bib205],[@bib206]\]. A recent investigation showed that during prolonged exposure of oxidative stress, using tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP), Nrf2 negatively regulates autophagy through the down-regulation of AMPK \[[@bib207]\]. A recent report described a novel pathway for mitophagy where p62 translocates Keap1 to the mitochondria to ubiquitinate this organelle and trigger mitophagy \[[@bib208]\]. Nrf2 can also regulate PINK1 expression during oxidative stress \[[@bib209]\], highlighting the complex links between Nrf2 and mitophagy. Accordingly, Keap1 inhibitors trigger mitophagy \[[@bib210]\]. Therefore, the p62 positive-feedback loop likely protects against oxidative stress-dependent cell death by increasing mitophagy. As Nrf2 can also regulate mitochondrial biogenesis \[[@bib211]\], it can be considered a central regulator of mitochondrial homeostasis.

The expression of sestrins or SESNs is induced by oxidative stress as a cellular antioxidant response. SESNs promote an antioxidant adaptive response in cells by activating transcription factors, such as p53, Nrf2, AP-1, and FoxOs. Increasing evidence indicates that SESNs are positive regulators of autophagy in the face of diverse environmental stresses \[[@bib212], [@bib213], [@bib214]\]. Although, there are some distinct differences in the functional biology of the various SESNs, they all converge to trigger activation of anti-oxidant factors and promote autophagy. SESNs have been shown to prevent ROS accumulation via inhibition of mTORC1 or stimulation of the Nrf2 \[[@bib215]\]. Moreover, given that activation of mTORC1 increases the abundance of SESNs, SESNs are also negative feedback regulators of mTORC1 signaling. Studies indicate that SESN-dependent AMPK induction is important for mTORC1 suppression in diverse cellular contexts \[[@bib216],[@bib217]\] ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). SESN1 is induced by H~2~O~2~ in a p53-dependent manner, whereas the induction of SESN2 by oxidative stress is only partially dependent on p53 activation \[[@bib218]\]. Overexpression of SESN1 or SESN2 induces autophagic degradation of Keap1 and increased Nrf2 activity \[[@bib212]\]. Coimmunoprecipitation analyses have revealed that SESN2 interacts directly with p62 and promotes the autophagic degradation of p62-dependent targets, including Keap1, thus upregulating the transcription of antioxidant genes \[[@bib219]\] and the depletion of SESN2 results in the accumulation of ROS \[[@bib220]\]. SESN2 is also a substrate of ULK1 and its phosphorylation mediates mTORC1 inhibition \[[@bib221]\], highlighting the complex crosstalk between the sestrin family and autophagy in regulating cellular redox metabolism. Beyond that, mitochondrial HKII shares an extensive relationship with autophagy and redox homeostasis. HKII induces the inactivation of mTORC1 and creates a preventive antioxidant defense by decreasing release of ROS \[[@bib222]\].

Taken together, intracellular oxidative stress significantly regulates autophagy. Meanwhile, autophagy also regulates ROS levels in cells via the mitophagy-, pexophagy-, proteasomal-, and CMA-pathways. In addition, autophagy can directly regulate antioxidant pathways (i.e., Nrf2 and SESNs pathways) to modulate redox homeostasis and cell survival.

4. Autophagy and ROS in pulmonary diseases {#sec4}
==========================================

Autophagy plays a crucial role in lung homeostasis through several mechanisms, including the preservation of mitochondrial homeostasis and the removal of misfolded proteins \[[@bib3],[@bib6]\]. As diverse pathophysiological roles of autophagy have been revealed, a number of studies exploring the roles of autophagy in pulmonary disease also have been reported \[[@bib223]\]. Redox homeostasis has been shown to be altered in a variety of pulmonary diseases in both *in vitro* and experimental animal models \[[@bib224]\]. In this section, we will discuss the role of ROS and imbalances in lung redox homeostasis signaling pathways in which autophagy is implicated in experimental pulmonary disease models and patients with pulmonary pathogenesis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, acute lung injury and sepsis, cystic fibrosis, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary arterial hypertension, and asthma ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4**Role of autophagy in pulmonary diseases**. Autophagy plays a complex role in a growing number of pulmonary diseases. Both protective and pathogenic roles for autophagy have been proposed in these diseases. Specialized functions of autophagy (selective autophagy, such as mitophagy or aggrephagy) may directly contribute to the regulation of pathogenesis in pulmonary diseases. The upregulation of autophagy may initially act as a pro-survival mechanism responsible for the clearance of damaged proteins or organelles. In the chronic lung diseases, loss of autophagy drives lung inflammation and injury, suggesting autophagy plays a protective role. However, under certain circumstances, this naturally homeostatic cellular process may become overwhelmed and ultimately become unable to deal with excessive autophagic targets leading to cell death. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ALI, acute lung injury; CF, cystic fibrosis; IPF, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension.Fig. 4

4.1. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------------

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a respiratory condition caused by direct and long-time exposure to toxic particles or gases that triggers airway or alveolar abnormalities, and typically presents with persistent respiratory symptoms and airflow limitations \[[@bib225]\]. COPD includes both chronic bronchitis and emphysema. One of the major risk factors for COPD is cigarette smoke (CS). Epithelial cells lining the airways and alveoli are the primary targets of inhaled CS. Immune system dysregulation in response to the inhalation of CS drives prolonged and exaggerated inflammation in the lung, which contributes to the development of COPD. Other environmental factors include passive smoking, air pollution, and workplace exposure to dust, smoke or fumes \[[@bib226],[@bib227]\]. COPD pathogenesis has been linked to excessive increases in autophagy and mitophagy ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) which leads to epithelial programmed cell death leading to pulmonary emphysema \[[@bib228], [@bib229], [@bib230]\]. Polymorphisms in the autophagy gene ATG16L have been shown to be a significant genetic risk factor for susceptibility to COPD, and autophagy is also increased in lung epithelium in patients with a genetic variant of emphysema, α1-antitrypsin deficiency (α1-AT) \[[@bib231]\]. CS has been shown to produce abnormal autophagy and mitophagy leading to bronchial programmed cell death via apoptosis \[[@bib228],[@bib230]\]. Further, impaired airway clearance caused by ciliophagy-regulated cilia shortening may prevent the elimination of pathogens from the airways, resulting in recurrent respiratory infections that exacerbate COPD.

*In vitro* studies using cultured epithelial cells subjected to aqueous cigarette smoke extract (CSE) have revealed increases in autophagosome formation and accumulation of LC3-II. Conversely, the inhibition of autophagy by silencing LC3B protects epithelial cells from CSE-induced apoptosis \[[@bib228]\]. Additionally, expression of the active form of LC3, LC3-II, as well as ATG4b, ATG5, ATG12, and ATG7 levels are significantly increased in COPD lungs \[[@bib232]\]. Alterations in mTOR signaling has also been linked to CS-induced COPD/emphysema. Pre-clinical studies using both human lung cells and tissues have shown that autophagy mediates accumulation of aggresome-bodies primarily comprised of aggregated (misfolded or damaged) proteins triggers chronic inflammatory-apoptotic responses leading to senescence and emphysema progression \[[@bib233], [@bib234], [@bib235]\]. Acute CS exposure only initiates moderate changes in autophagy, but with chronic exposures autophagy-flux is impaired \[[@bib233],[@bib236]\]. CS-induced mitochondrial-dysfunction and lack of mitophagy also combine to induce cellular senescence and the progression of COPD. Recent studies have shown that oxidative stress can accelerate aging by depleting stem cells, accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria, and decline in autophagy, all of which generate additional oxidative stress \[[@bib237]\].

Current treatment measures for COPD include administration of bronchodilators, inhaled or oral steroid medications, antibiotics, anti-inflammation drugs and anti-oxidants but these therapies do little to prevent the progression of the disease \[[@bib238]\]. Therefore, enhancing mitophagy in human lung cells could prevent the accumulation of damaged mitochondria and the associated cellular senescence, and presents a potential therapeutic strategy in COPD \[[@bib239]\].

4.2. Acute lung injury (ALI) and ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI) {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Acute lung injury (ALI) and it more severe form acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a life-threatening syndrome characterized by uncontrolled inflammation, oxidative injury, alveolar edema, and alveolar-capillary barrier disruption, leading to respiratory failure \[[@bib240]\]. Autophagy is induced in response to diverse stimuli of ALI, including bacterial infection, lipopolysaccharide (LPS) exposure, sepsis, trauma, hyperoxia, pharmaceutical exposure, and mechanical ventilation \[[@bib241]\]. One of the major inducers of autophagy in ALI is increased oxidative stress, which has been shown to promote autophagy in a number of lung cell lines and animal models of lung injury \[[@bib242], [@bib243], [@bib244]\]. However, the role of autophagy in ALI still remains controversial ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) with studies suggesting both protective and deleterious effects of autophagy on ALI development \[[@bib245], [@bib246], [@bib247]\]. A protective role for autophagy in ALI comes from studies showing that the loss of key autophagy genes, such as ATG7, ATG5, and ATG4b or autophagy inhibition with chloroquine, significantly increases the development of ALI in mice suggesting autophagy may have protective effects against the progression of ALI \[[@bib241],[@bib244],[@bib248],[@bib249]\]. Thus, inhibiting mTOR activity, with rapamycin increases autophagy and reduces both LPS-induced pro-inflammatory cytokine production and lung injury \[[@bib250],[@bib251]\]. Moreover, mTOR knockdown significantly attenuates LPS-induced airway inflammation and injury, indicating that autophagy functions as a protective mechanism in ALI \[[@bib252]\].

Additionally, autophagy plays significant role in preventing sepsis. In a cecal ligation and puncture (CLP) model of polymicrobial sepsis-induced ALI autophagy proteins are up-regulated in multiple organs, including heart, lungs, liver, and kidneys \[[@bib253], [@bib254], [@bib255], [@bib256]\]. Zhao et al \[[@bib256]\] has demonstrated that there were significant increases in the autophagy markers LC3-II and Beclin 1, and lysosome-related protein Rab7 and LAMP2 in ALI induced by sepsis. Genetic depletion of autophagy genes such as LC3B, BECN1 increases inflammation, organ injury, and mortality in septic mice induced by CLP \[[@bib251],[@bib257]\]. Conversely, rapamycin or LC3 overexpression reduces inflammatory response and apoptotic cell death and improves the survival in mice subjected to CLP \[[@bib254],[@bib258]\]. In the endotoxic shock model, macrophages lacking LC3 or Beclin 1 demonstrated increased caspase-1 activation, the accumulation of depolarized mitochondria, increased mtROS, and the secretion of IL-1β and IL-18 \[[@bib251]\]. Another pathway through which autophagy may be protective in ALI is associated with activation of Nrf2-regulated antioxidant responses to control oxidative stress and pulmonary injury \[[@bib259], [@bib260], [@bib261]\]. Activation of Nrf2 with tert-butylhydroquinone (tBHQ) reduced LPS-induced lung injury in mice by promoting macrophages M2 polarization, increased tissue repair and reduced ROS production \[[@bib261]\]. The lung injury associated with prolonged hyperoxia (elevated pO2) exposure also increases in the overall expression of LC3 marker in both the mouse lung through elevations in ROS \[[@bib262]\] and in human bronchial epithelial cells \[[@bib263]\] further emphasizing the complex interplay between autophagy/mitophagy and ROS in ALI. Pharmacological Nrf2 activation has been previously explored as a strategy to prevent and treat hyperoxia-induced ALI \[[@bib264]\].

In contrast, several studies have shown that autophagy may have a detrimental role in ALI pathogenesis in certain circumstances \[[@bib245],[@bib247],[@bib265],[@bib266]\]. For instance, inhibition of autophagy ameliorates acute lung injury caused by mechanical ventilation \[[@bib245],[@bib247]\]. Mechanical ventilation, while a life-saving intervention, can expose the lung to excessive mechanical stress that exacerbates the existing injury in established ARDS, a process known as ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI). autophagy and oxidative stress contribute to the development of VILI. A growing body of evidence indicates that mechanical ventilation causes massive generation of mitochondrial ROS following mechanical stretch \[[@bib267], [@bib268], [@bib269]\] and further promotes ROS generation from inflammatory cells \[[@bib270]\]. LC3 expression increased in lung macrophages and genetic inhibition of autophagy abolished mechanical ventilation-induced NLRP3 inflammasome activation and subsequent release of IL-1β and IL-18 \[[@bib247]\]. Similarly, ATG4b knockout mice also exhibited decreased NF-κB activation and alleviated inflammatory injury in response to VILI \[[@bib245]\]. It has recently been reported that H~2~S (hydrogen sulfide) treatment could attenuate VILI through ROS formation inhibiting autophagy via the ROS/AMPK/mTOR pathway \[[@bib271], [@bib272], [@bib273]\]. Subsequent studies have been performed to evaluate the effects of Nrf2 activation in the protection against VILI. Sodium sulfide protects against VILI by upregulating Nrf2 target genes involved in the restoration of redox balance \[[@bib274]\]. Therefore, pharmacologically induced autophagy, and the subsequent activation of Nrf2, may constitute a good approach for lung protection during mechanical ventilation.

In summary, autophagy and mitophagy can play protective or detrimental roles in ALI, depending on the underlying cause of the lung injury, on the cell types, on the stage of lung injury (early phase or recovery phase), and at which step autophagy is inhibited.

4.3. Cystic fibrosis (CF) {#sec4.3}
-------------------------

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is caused by mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene, leading to misfolding of the CFTR protein and damage to the lung among other organs \[[@bib275], [@bib276], [@bib277]\]. The misfolding of CFTR leads to increased ROS, reduced autophagy, accumulation of misfolded proteins in the airway epithelia of CF patients and inflammation \[[@bib160],[@bib278]\] ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Blocking the expression of mutant CFTR with Spautin-1 and homocysteine restores autophagic activity in CF \[[@bib279],[@bib280]\]. Compounds such as VX-809 and VX-661 aim to restore proper CFTR folding reestablishing normal patterns of autophagy \[[@bib277],[@bib281]\]. These findings demonstrate the importance of mutations in CFTR in the disruption of the autophagic process. Increased ROS in the airway epithelia could be the result of reduced levels of the antioxidant GSH in CFTR mutants, as demonstrated by lower GSH levels in CFTR-knockout mice and abnormal GSH efflux in CF \[[@bib282], [@bib283], [@bib284]\]. Additionally, some patients with CF have increased levels of γ-glutamyltransferase (GGT), which catabolizes GSH to glutamate, that can exert ROS generation and inflammation in the airways \[[@bib285],[@bib286]\]. Indeed, treatment with a ROS scavenger, such as N-acetylcysteine (NAC), or the synthetic superoxide dismutase (SOD) EUK 134 restores autophagic function \[[@bib160]\]. ROS have also been shown to disrupt autophagy in CF by regulating the SUMOylation of TG2 leading to its activation and the crosslinking and sequestration of Beclin 1 with the PI3K complex III to form aggresomes. Inhibition of TG2 with the proteostasis regulator cysteamine can restore the autophagic function and reduce inflammation in the airway epithelium \[[@bib160],[@bib287]\]. Autophagy is also restored by directly promoting the expression of autophagy related protein, Beclin 1 \[[@bib160]\]. Demethylation of the ATG12 promoter region with the natural product epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) increases ATG12 expression, and improves both autophagy and the immune response in CF \[[@bib288]\]. Autophagy is also restored when the mTOR pathway is inhibited, suggesting that regulation of the mTOR pathway represents another avenue to restore autophagy in CF \[[@bib289]\]. Together, these studies suggest that autophagy is a survival mechanism in the pathogenesis of CF, and pharmacological induction of autophagy might be a promising strategy to delay CF progression.

4.4. Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------------

A growing body of evidence supports an important role of autophagy in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) \[[@bib290], [@bib291], [@bib292]\] ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). IPF is a chronic progressive lung disease characterized by scar tissue formation, lung function impairment and respiratory failure. Although IPF etiology is unclear, a number of major risk factors have been described including genetics, CS, air pollution, and aging \[[@bib293]\]. The prevailing literature suggests that aging mitochondria and impaired autophagy/mitophagy are involved in IPF pathogenesis \[[@bib294], [@bib295], [@bib296], [@bib297]\]. Excessive ROS generation produced by activation of several NOX isoforms induces aberrant redox signaling and disease progression in IPF (reviewed in Ref. \[[@bib298]\]). Cross-talk between activated NOX isoforms and mitochondria also affects mitochondrial function and mtROS generation \[[@bib299]\]. TGFβ1-mediated activation of NOX4 is a major contributor to IPF development. NOX4 is widely distributed in different types of vascular cells and is the only NOX isoform which is up-regulated by TGFβ. Recent studies demonstrated a functional link between TGFβ-induced NOX4 levels and autophagy rate in bleomycin-exposed mice and fibroblasts derived from IPF patients \[[@bib300]\]. NOX4 inhibition by metformin \[[@bib301]\], NOX4 degradation by azithromycin \[[@bib300]\] or miRNA-directed downregulation of TGFβR2/NOX4 \[[@bib302]\] reverse or prevent bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis in animals. The oxidative stress induced by NOX4 induces cell senescence resulting in a pro-apoptotic phenotype in alveolar epithelial cells (AEC) and an anti-apoptotic phenotype in senescent myofibroblasts leading to increased extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and fibrotic foci formation. AEC senescence is accompanied by the loss of PTEN, and the activation of the NF-κB pathway \[[@bib303]\]. Interestingly, fibroblasts cultured in the supernatants collected from senescent AEC also exhibit increased collagen deposition \[[@bib303]\]. Mitochondria-targeted antioxidants reverse fibroblast senescence suggesting mtROS contribute to this process \[[@bib304]\]. The analysis of lung tissue samples obtained from IPF patients shows an accumulation of p62 and low levels of LC3-II, and TGF-β1 treatment of lung fibroblasts also downregulates autophagy \[[@bib305]\]. These data indicate that the molecular mechanisms underlying IPF development include impaired autophagy. Furthermore, stimulating autophagy with rapamycin decreases the expression of fibronectin and α-smooth muscle actin in fibroblasts *in vitro* and exerts an anti-fibrotic effect in the bleomycin model *in vivo* \[[@bib305]\]. Detailed studies of autophagy in IPF have revealed that the accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria is associated with Parkin \[[@bib306]\] and PINK1 deficiency which, in turn, depends on a decrease in ATF3 transcription factor activity \[[@bib294],[@bib307]\]. PINK1-deficient mice are prone to lung fibrosis and this is characterized by the accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria \[[@bib294]\]. The anti-fibrotic agent, pirfenidone, has been shown to improve autophagy/mitophagy by enhancing PARK2 expression and by decreasing mtROS levels and attenuating fibrosis in bleomycin-exposed mice \[[@bib308]\]. The decrease in mitophagy in IPF also leads to extracellular release of mitochondrial damage associated molecular patterns (mtDAMPs), such as mtDNA, which induces pro-inflammatory cell signaling via TLR9 \[[@bib309]\]. These can be been used as a plasma marker of severe IPF in patients \[[@bib310]\]. \[[@bib310]\]. Molecular mechanisms associated with aging (such as genetic instability, epigenetic changes, aging-related histone PTMs etc.) may also contribute to mitochondria dysfunction and IPF pathogenesis \[[@bib311]\]. Mucin 5B overexpression has been shown to enhance lung fibrosis in mice \[[@bib312]\], suggesting a cross-talk between autophagy and secretory mechanisms. Further, increased expression of mucin 5B in the lungs of IPF patients has been recently linked to *MUC5B* promoter polymorphisms and to alterations in its epigenetic regulation by DNA methylation) \[[@bib313]\]. Interestingly, in contrast to other hyperproliferative/fibrotic pulmonary diseases (such as PAH and asthma), autophagy impairment is a hallmark of IPF \[[@bib294], [@bib295], [@bib296], [@bib297]\] and also characteristic for CF (*see* [Section 4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"}). Indeed, the systematic analysis of data obtained for various pulmonary diseases suggests that both an impaired and hyper-activated autophagy can have a negative impact on cell homeostasis and contribute to the development of disease pathology.

4.5. Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) {#sec4.5}
------------------------------------------

Pulmonary artery hypertension (PAH) is a chronic disease characterized by abnormal proliferation of vascular wall cells (including pulmonary artery endothelial/PAEC, smooth muscle cells/PASMC, and fibroblasts), vascular remodeling and resistance, a decreased vessel lumen and high blood pressure followed by a fatal right heart failure. An excessive generation of ROS and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) along with mitochondrial dysfunction are characteristics for PAH and have been well-documented \[[@bib269],[@bib314],[@bib315]\]. Moreover, *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments with the drugs aimed at scavenging ROS/RNS or improving mitochondrial function have identified their central role in PAH development \[[@bib316], [@bib317], [@bib318]\]. However, oxidative stress can induce autophagy \[[@bib319]\] and increased autophagy may be important for PAH development ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Since autophagy is responsible for degradation of defective organelles including mitochondria, it has become clear that this may be involved in modulation of PAH progression and have a therapeutic potential. Indeed, recent studies of animal models of PAH, have investigated autophagy markers such as LC3, Beclin 1, p62 etc., and have concluded that autophagy is accelerated in the cells or lung tissue isolated from experimental models of PAH including mice exposed to chronic hypoxia, or rats treated with monocrotaline- or sugen/hypoxia-treated rats \[[@bib144],[@bib320],[@bib321]\]. Autophagy also appears to be enhanced in lung tissue samples obtained from PAH patients \[[@bib144]\]. A number of publications have demonstrated that increased autophagy promotes the development of PAH and is involved in the development of the hyperproliferative/anti-apoptotic phenotype in PAEC and PASMC. As a note, this phenotype is a cellular signature of PAH pathogenesis \[[@bib322],[@bib323]\]. In concordance with these findings, several autophagy inhibitors have been tested in animal models and were able to attenuate PAH development. Lysosomal inhibitors, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, which inhibit autophagy by preventing autophagosome maturation, were reported to diminish proliferation of SMC and reduce PAH pathogenesis in monocrotaline-treated rats \[[@bib320]\] and hypoxia-exposed mice \[[@bib324]\]. Zhang and colleagues reported hypoxia-induced proliferation of PASMC can be reversed by another inhibitor of autophagy, 3-MA \[[@bib323]\]. Hypoxia-induced activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPKα-1) induces autophagy and is critical for human PASMC survival \[[@bib325]\]. And vice-versa, inhibition of AMPK or activation of mTOR pathway can inhibit autophagy and have a negative effect on PAH progression \[[@bib323],[@bib325]\]. Interestingly, the dietary flavonoid quercetin, induces apoptosis and potentiates hypoxia-induced autophagy in PASMCs through a FoxO1-SENS3-mTOR pathway \[[@bib322],[@bib326]\]. Furthermore, PASMCs treated with autophagic inhibitors are more susceptible to quercetin-induced apoptosis, suggesting that combining quercetin and autophagy inhibitors could be a novel therapeutic strategy for treating hypoxia-associated PH.

4.6. Asthma {#sec4.6}
-----------

Asthma is a complex respiratory illness characterized by chronic airway inflammation and hyperreactivity, bronchoconstriction, mucus overproduction, and airway wall remodeling \[[@bib327]\]. A number of studies have demonstrated the central role of oxidative stress in the pathogenesis of asthma \[[@bib328],[@bib329]\], with increased levels of ROS in sputum and breath condensates positively correlating with disease severity \[[@bib330],[@bib331]\]. Autophagy plays an important role in asthma being involved in several key features of asthma pathogenesis, including eosinophilic airway inflammation \[[@bib332]\], airway hyperresponsiveness \[[@bib333]\], and airway remodeling \[[@bib334]\] ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Increased autophagy levels have been detected in sputum granulocytes, neutrophils, peripheral blood eosinophils and peripheral blood cells of patients with asthma \[[@bib333],[@bib335],[@bib336]\]. There are also more double-membrane autophagosomes in fibroblasts and epithelial cells in bronchial biopsy tissue from asthmatic patients than from a healthy subjects \[[@bib335]\]. Genetic mutations in autophagy genes are also associated with asthma with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the autophagy gene, Atg5 correlating with reduced lung function \[[@bib337]\] and promotion of airway remodeling in patients with severe asthma \[[@bib335],[@bib337]\]. Further, SNPs in Atg5 and Atg7 are associated with the development of childhood asthma \[[@bib333],[@bib338]\]. The activation of autophagy also correlates with the production of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) in neutrophils \[[@bib339]\] and genetic polymorphisms of ATG5 and ATG7 contribute to neutrophilic airway inflammation in the pathogenesis of adult asthma \[[@bib340]\]. Activation of autophagy in epithelial cell culture model systems exposed to allergens or other antigens, is also detrimental and promotes disease progression \[[@bib341],[@bib342]\]. Genetic depletion of ATG5 and ATG14 or pharmacological inhibition of autophagy with 3-MA or bafilomycin A~1~ (Baf-A1) in epithelial cells treated with IL13 results in less mucus secretion and less CCL26 (eosinophil chemokine) production, demonstrating that autophagy is involved in the activation of the Th2 response in asthma \[[@bib343]\].

There is a strong correlation between autophagy activation and asthma airway remodeling with higher expression of Beclin 1 and ATG5 along with reduced p62 in asthmatics compared with non-asthmatics \[[@bib334]\]. Autophagy is also a regulator of TGF-β1-induced fibrogenesis \[[@bib344]\] and autophagy inhibition using ATG5 deletion or treatment with Baf-A1 or 3-MA decreases the fibrotic effect of TGF-β1 \[[@bib344]\]. Furthermore, mitochondrial dysfunction and elevated ROS production are also associated with asthma \[[@bib345], [@bib346], [@bib347]\]. For example, fine particulate matter (PM~2.5~) increases ROS production, mitochondrial lipid peroxidation, disrupts mitochondrial dynamics and causes mitochondrial damage, which triggers the mitophagy via the PINK/Parkin pathway \[[@bib348]\]. Thus, mitophagy may be critical in environmental pollutant-induced injury by removing damaged mitochondria and reducing excessive ROS. Moreover, genetic polymorphisms in the ATG5 gene are associated with autophagy and asthma. This finding, coupled with the fact that autophagy and mitophagy are enhanced in the asthmatic airway, suggests that autophagic pathway modulation has the potential to be a new therapeutic target in asthma treatment.

5. Therapeutic implications of autophagy dysregulation {#sec5}
======================================================

Autophagy can both promote and perturb the pathogenesis of pulmonary diseases ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In some lung diseases, such as sepsis, autophagy appears to provide protection against bacterial infection and allow an inflammatory response. In the case of exposure to cigarette smoke, autophagy aggravates and promotes disease progression for many human lung diseases. To date the array of autophagy modulating therapeutics is mostly limited to experimental compounds. Currently, only a few compounds that can modulate autophagy have been evaluated for clinical use, including both activators of autophagy e.g., the mTOR inhibitor, rapamycin and inhibitors of autophagy e.g., chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine. Chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine has been explored as a cancer therapeutic \[[@bib349],[@bib350]\]. However, the effectiveness of these compounds in a is limited by their off-target effects unrelated to the autophagy pathway. Thus, the pleiotropic effects of these compounds make it difficult to assign therapeutic effects directly to autophagy inhibition rather than other endpoints. However, the targeting of autophagy pathways might prove more beneficial than direct scavenging of ROS, which while capable of inhibiting damage, might also diminish the normal signals that act to augment autophagy. Thus, autophagy or mitophagy activators have the potential to prove to be significantly more efficacious that antioxidant therapies. Additional candidate therapeutic compounds that modulate autophagy have been described, including a Tat-Beclin 1 peptide \[[@bib351]\], inhibitors of histone deacetylases \[[@bib352]\], activators of the AMPK pathway \[[@bib353]\], and Vitamin D \[[@bib354]\]. Given the important roles of autophagy in various lung diseases ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), utilizing autophagy modulators could also improve the therapeutic effects of the current interventions in various lung diseases when used in combination.

Autophagy has also been shown to be induced by, and to protect against, the oxidative stress induced by numerous drugs used in cancer treatment. Various anti-cancer treatments have been shown to activate ROS-induced autophagy which in turn leads to either the development of cell drug resistance or to the induction of autophagy and/or apoptosis. Considering the complexity of cellular effects observed during cancer therapy, several treatments have been proposed, predicated on the importance of ROS as well as autophagy or apoptosis in the disease pathogenesis. Autophagy can be induced by, and to protect against, the oxidative stress induced by numerous drugs used in cancer treatment. Various anti-cancer treatments activate ROS-induced autophagy which in turn leads to either the development of drug resistance or to the induction of autophagy and/or apoptosis. Considering the complexity of cellular effects observed during cancer therapy, several treatments have been proposed, to take advantage of the importance of ROS, autophagy, and apoptosis in the disease pathogenesis. Thus, cancer therapy strategies are now trying to exploit ROS and autophagy to achieve cytotoxicity \[[@bib355]\]. Some chemotherapy drugs are known to induce oxidative stress leading to autophagic cell death, such as arsenic trioxide (As~2~O~3~) and 2-methoxyestradiol (2-ME). As~2~O~3~ can induce apoptotic and autophagic cell death in many types of cancer cells \[[@bib356]\] while ROS formation is essential for As~2~O~3~ cytotoxicity \[[@bib357]\]. Similarly, 2-ME increases ROS levels by inhibiting complex I and mitochondrial SOD \[[@bib358]\]. ROS generation induces both apoptosis and autophagy; thus combining ROS and autophagy inducing agents could produce synergistic tumor killing effects \[[@bib355],[@bib359]\]. Therefore, it is likely that in the future, treatment strategies will be based on cell characteristics such as basal autophagy levels, beclin-1 expression, ROS levels, and apoptosis resistance. Targeting mitophagy alone also has therapeutic potential. For example, rapamycin and metformin, as general autophagy-inducing drugs, have been shown to attenuate AMPK and mTOR activity, preserving energy metabolism by regulating mitophagy and mitochondrial biogenesis \[[@bib360]\]. In addition, several naturally occurring compounds, such as spermidine, resveratrol, urolithin A and certain antibiotics, have been shown to maintain mitochondrial integrity through the induction of mitophagy and the promotion of mitochondrial biogenesis \[[@bib361]\]. Thus, although we are still some way from utilizing autophagy modulator therapies clinically, it is clear that oxidative stress and autophagy are key elements in the pathological progression of many pulmonary (and other) diseases, and that they interact in intricate and important ways ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A comprehensive clinical approach that considers the complex interplay between these important processes will be essential for successful therapeutic interventions in humans.

6. Conclusions and future perspectives {#sec6}
======================================

One of the most important biological responses in the cell that is regulated by ROS and oxidative stress is autophagy \[[@bib6]\]. Autophagy provides a protective or adaptive function during the pathogenesis of diseases that involve components of metabolic or mitochondrial dysfunction, protein aggregation, inflammation, and oxidative stress. Thus, the interplay between ROS and autophagy is critical for cellular homeostasis and survival. Autophagy is now recognized to exert key functions in the pathogenesis of various human diseases \[[@bib224]\] and multiple studies have indicated that the interplay between ROS and autophagy is highly relevant in the development of many pulmonary diseases ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Oxidative stress is a complex phenomenon with important physiological and pathophysiological implications in many lung disorders. Our lack of a through basic understanding of when oxidative stress is a major driver of disease, coupled with an absence of standardized biomarkers that can easily define clinical or functional outcomes, likely plays a significant role in the lack of success in a number of antioxidant therapy trials. In the future oxidative stress will need to be framed in the context of individual (phenotypical and genetic) risk factors and environmental exposures, to determine which individuals are most likely to benefit from a particular therapy. This personalized medicine approach will necessitate the development of clinically relevant biomarkers. For example, the rational selection of patients entering clinical trials with autophagy inhibitors would require a robust set of autophagy-related biomarkers that can be followed longitudinally and allow the rapid determination of likely clinical outcome. However, even if a robust biomarker is identified, a number of other issues will need to be overcome such as differences in staining techniques, scoring systems and cut-off points, sensitivity due to limited sample sizes, and the need for independent validation processes. One of the best studied autophagy-related proteins, LC3B, has long served as an autophagy marker in multiple *[in vitro]{.ul}* assays. The association of high LC3B expression with aggressive disease and poor outcomes has been repeatedly reported in various cancers \[[@bib362], [@bib363], [@bib364]\]. However, an increase or decrease in the expression levels of autophagosomal markers such as LC3B is difficult to monitor over time, especially in specific tissues and thus may not directly correlate with autophagic activity. Identifying appropriate biomarkers that will allow changes in autophagy to be accurately measured is a major challenge for clinical studies using autophagy modulators. In this context, novel biomarkers indirectly related to autophagic activity, such as autophagy products rather than the autophagy machinery, should be explored. Due to the dynamic nature of autophagy and the complexity of its regulation, simultaneous assessment of several autophagy markers will likely be required to assess autophagy status. However, many autophagy proteins have been shown to function in other cellular processes, including cell survival and apoptosis, modulation of cellular trafficking, protein secretion, cell signaling, transcription, translation and membrane reorganization \[[@bib365]\]. Each protein known to be involved in the autophagy machinery, when evaluated separately from other autophagy proteins, could have an independent biomarker potential in pulmonary diseases. Thus, caution will be required when interpreting the results from studies that report association of disease expression of autophagy related proteins with clinicopathological characteristics and patient outcomes.

The diverse roles of autophagy in lung disease pathogenesis might also be due to the different types of lung diseases, the diverse stressors for the etiology, the various cell types in the lung, and the different mechanisms underlying disease initiation and progression. In addition, the analytical methods, experimental approaches, reagents, and models with different cells and animals all contribute to variations between laboratories. Further, it still remains unclear how cells orchestrate nonselective autophagy and selective autophagy during disease initiation and progression, and whether nonselective autophagy cross-talks with selective autophagy \[[@bib246]\]. The lack of autophagy inhibitors to specifically target nonselective autophagy and selective autophagy in a given lung cell type also remains a major challenge for therapeutic intervention. Furthermore, some of studies have only examined LC3 accumulation which might be a result of the activation or inhibition of autophagic flux--mediated degradation. Therefore, an increased understanding of the complex role of autophagy in the pathogenesis of disease will facilitate targeting this pathway for therapeutic gain in specific diseases. Thus, we will need to define the various pathways of selective autophagy and their relevance to disease pathogenesis in acute detail to allow the development of appropriate therapeutic agents designed for different diseases.

In conclusion, in this review, we have provided an overview of cellular autophagy, and then focused on the interrelation between ROS and autophagy. ROS-induced autophagy could be either a cellular protective mechanism that alleviates oxidative stress, or a destructive process. Autophagic degradation of Keap1 activates Nrf2 and protects against oxidative stress, while mitophagy and pexophagy regulates oxidative stress by degradation of ROS-producing organelles. Furthermore, macroautophagy and CMA play a major role in the degradation of oxidized proteins and aggregates. Finally, we discussed the interplay of ROS and autophagy in lung diseases including COPD, ALI, CF, IPF, PAH, and asthma. ROS-autophagy interaction plays a critical and complex role in the pathogenesis of these lung diseases. However, further investigation is needed to determine the underlying mechanisms and signaling pathways of the specific molecular interactions between ROS and autophagy. The appropriate adjustment of autophagy will be crucial for the development of new therapeutic strategies for chronic pathologies involving oxidative stress. Therefore, a new avenue for lung disease treatment might include combinations of antioxidants or autophagy inhibitors/activators.
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